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© YURIKO K NAKAO / Reuters / Corbis It seems that scammers are targeting users of the very popular Starbucks mobile payment app. According to reports, criminals use the digital loyalty accounts of the coffee shop chain to access consumers' linked debit or credit cards. It is possible that there is a
Starbucks mobile app on your phone. (The coffee chain said in March that it has more than 14 million active users and handles about 8 million mobile payment transactions a week.) In addition, being the victim of a scam can cause multiple headaches. While your bank may ultimately refund unauthorized
debit card payments, it may not do so right away and you can bounce checks or charge overdraft fees temporarily. How does the scam work? The Starbucks app allows you to automatically download gift cards from a linked debit or credit card. Journalist Bob Sullivan, who first reported the scam after
talking to some of the victims, wrote that thieves use this feature to withdraw money from these accounts. Once they've loaded the funds into a gift card and done a little more footwork involving redirected emails, they can sell products for cash on the black market. How thieves break into accounts remains
a mystery. Starbucks has denied breaching its system or losing customer data. It is possible that infiltration is linked to weak consumer passwords. According to an official statement from Starbuck online: Occasionally, Starbucks receives reports of unauthorized activity from customers to their online
account. This is mainly because criminals obtain reused names and passwords from other sites and try to apply this information to Starbucks. To protect security, customers are encouraged to use different user IDs and passwords across sites, especially those that keep financial information. What am I
supposed to do? First of all, if you are using the Starbucks app, disable its automatic download option. (In fact, you may want to unlink any payment method associated with the account, because theoretically the thief with access can only turn the autoload feature back on.) Secondly, update your
password to the account as well as to others who share the credentials. Strong passwords include at least eight characters, one number, one symbol, uppercase and uppercase letters, and even intentionally misspelled words. Finally, carefully monitor bank statements for suspicious payments. If they
appear, call your financial institution immediately to dispute transactions and exchange your card or card. You can check Bankrate's habits that increase the likelihood of card fraud to get more smart security policies! Were your starbucks mobile accounts targeted by scammers? Let us know in the
comments below! Me on Twitter: @JeanineSko Source: MyShake A select number of California residents have received their first ever public alert through the app MyShake, a statewide earthquake early warning early warning As the LA Times reported, the alarm was sent early in the morning of The 17th.
It was in response to the M4.4 earthquake in Parkfield. The first direct earthquake warning was sent to the M4.4 #earthquake parkfield, California. If you were alerted, we would be happy to hear your thoughts!— MyShake (@MyShakeApp) December 17, 2019 The quake was not strong enough to cause
damage due to its low magnitude. The system is designed to alert residents to a quake on or above the M4.5, with Tuesday's quake predicted to be 4.8, so an alarm. According to the report, the shaking was felt mainly in and around the Cholame Valley, the nearest nearby town to which Paso Robles is.
Jennifer Strauss, project manager for the MyShake app, said more than 40 people were alerted about a second before the earthquake struck. While this may not seem like very long, the report states that a warning of just a few seconds can make a big difference, such as allowing dentists to take a drill
out of a patient's mouth, lifts that let passengers off and give people time to take cover. The system took 8.7 seconds to sound the alarm. The system usually does not alert those who are very close to the epicenter, since usually there is not enough time to warn people. As Engadget notes, if you are in the
vicinity of a strong enough quake, warnings can be obtained through the wireless emergency alarm system, as well as through MyShake for iOS and Android. The MyShake app was created by UC Berkely and uses data from the ShakeAlert System of the U.S. Geological Survey of Finland. While the
system is really still in the early stages of its life cycle, it is a great example of how technology and application development can be used to keep us all safe. We may earn a purchase test with our links. Learn more. Tornadoes are the most dangerous disasters in nature. To protect yourself and your family,
you need a reliable tornado app. We've compiled a list of our favorites. The Tornado, provided by the American Red Cross, is an easy-to-use app that focuses on alerts. When an alarm is raised in your area, you will receive a push notification on your device. You can also set the app to track multiple
locations that are perfect for those with family and friends in other places. You will receive all alerts issued by the National Weather Service, USGS or FEMA. When the alert is over, you can still view the alert from the app feed. Download: If you want a complete weather app that includes alerts as well as
radar and forecasts, this is a great choice. You can easily track weather reports in and out of your location in real time, and tornado alerts come directly to your device through push notifications. It's important to note that many features, such as map layers, lightning tracking, and advanced rain tracking,
require a premium subscription. You also need a premium to see of all your saved locations. That that there is a 7-day free trial to see if this app is for you. Download: Storm Shield is an app that focuses on delivering fast and accurate severe weather alerts to your device. You can customize the alerts
received and even turn off alerts in locations you don't want to see. The alerts come as sound alerts from tornadoes, hurricanes, floods and other disasters. You can also see the current and future radar directly on the device screen. The app offers other features like lightning strike tracking, but you need a
premium subscription to use them. Download: WeatherBug is known to be one of the best weather apps on the market. The app offers millions of locations both nationally and internationally and includes interactive radar and maps to help you track storms in real time. In addition, through the app, alerts
are easy to find due to the bright red icon on the screen. According to the company, you get weather alerts 50% faster with a dangerous thunderstorm alert system, as well as all available alerts from NOAA and NWS. Download: TornadoFree is a simple app that does one thing: send you instant alerts.
The app runs in the background of your device and receives live weather updates and alerts seamlessly. Once the alarm is received on your device, TornadoFree will display a timer indicating how long it will take until the threat reaches your location. In addition, the interactive map prominently shows a
path that allows you to get to a safe place, such as a storm shelter. While a continuous background app update can affect your battery, the app is a great way to receive alerts in severe weather. Download: The Storm app focuses on delivering real-time alerts to your mobile device. In addition, live radar is
high resolution, making it easy to visualize threats. You can also view location forecasts without selecting it. To facilitate visualization of nearby threats, Storm uses color coding to showcase a range of hazards, including flooding and tornado warnings. The interface is busy and takes some get used to, but
it is easy to watch serious weather alerts. Storm is free to download and use, but to remove ads and locking tools like lightning tracker, you need a premium subscription. Download: Don't let the app name fool you. My hurricane tracking also provides a tornado alert system. You will receive notifications
both through the app and as push notifications. The app uses noaa forecast map app and NWS weather alerts so you can trust what it's seeing. The app has ads, and the app runs in the background, which can affect your device's battery. And while you need to switch to a tornado section from the home
screen, alerts are easy to view. Download: #7 Apple App Store, Weather Underground is known as one of the best featured weather apps for both Android and iOS devices. Receive is fully customizable to suit your needs. In addition, hourly forecasts make it easy to plan and monitor the current severe
weather conditions in the area. One of the best features is the ability to report weather conditions in your area, which allows you to improve the accuracy of the app for others. Download: Thank you for telling us! Tell us why! Why!
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